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SUMMARY

Microstrip antennas are of great interest in many applications. Advantages such as the light

weight and the possibility to conform such an antenna to nonplanar surfaces, make

microstrip antennas very suitable in mobile communications. For mobile satellite

communication there is an increasing interest in the 20/30 Ghz frequency band. Such a

diplexing system consists of at least one single rectangular microstrip antenna with two

resonant lengths to operate at two different frequencies. Since a mobile environment

demands a circular polarized operation, there are at least two elements needed with the

proper orientation and phase shifts. When the elements are too close, the mutual coupling

between the two causes strong deformations on the radiation patterns.

In this report, the problem of the calculation of the mutual coupling between two identical

rectangular microstrip antennas has been studied. This mutual coupling can be calculated

by using a spectral domain moment method.

First the elements of a moment method matrix [Z] and of the excitation vectors [VI] and

[V2] are determined. Using these excitation vectors and the solutions [11] and [12] of the

matrix equations [Z][Irl = [V1] and [Z][12] = [V2]' the elements of the impedance matrix [z]

can be calculated. The elements of the scattering matrix [S] can be found using the elements

of [z]. Finally, the mutual coupling and the reflection coefficients are determined by the

elements of the scattering matrix.

The developed programs can be used to compute the mutual coupling between two identical

rectangular microstrip antennas in a parallel (E- and H-plane) configuration. The computed

results of a E- and H-plane configuration agree with the results of the measurements in an

earlier paper. In a perpendicular configuration the mutual coupling can just be computed

for small normalized distances (~ 0.5). However, most of the time just small normalized

distances will be considered.

The computed results show that E-plane coupling is stronger then H-plane coupling. The

mutual coupling between perpendicularly oriented antennas is even weaker.
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The idea of the microstrip antenna dates back to the 1950's, but it was not until the 1970's

that serious attention was given to this element.

Nowadays, microstrip antennas are of great interest in many applications. Especially in

mobile satellite communications, because these antennas have several advantages compared

to other, conventional microwave antennas:

- thin profile

- light weight

- can be fabricated using printed circuit techniques

- easy fabrication into linear or planar arrays

- easy integration with microwave circuits

- can be made conformable to nonplanar surfaces

- low cost

These advantages make microstrip antennas very suitable in mobile satellite

communications, they can, for instance, be placed on ships, airplanes, cars or even in a

portable hand-held terminal (Fig. 1.1).

Obviously, the microstrip antenna has also some disadvantages which make further research

necessary [Pozar 92]:

- narrow bandwidth

- spurious feed and surface waves radiation

- poor polarization purity

- limited power capacity

- tolerance problems

In the mobile satellite communication there is an increasing interest in the 20/30 Ghz

frequency band. Such a diplexing system which operates at two frequencies allowing

transmission and reception of signals at the same time, consists of at least a single,

rectangular microstrip antenna with two resonant lengths to operate at two different

frequencies. Since a mobile environment demands a circular polarized operation, there are

at least two elements needed with the proper orientation and phase shifts, because with one

rectangular element you only obtain two orthogonal linear polarized radiations.
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To obtain a symmetrical beam an array of four elements, sequentially rotated, is needed

(Fig. lo2a).

Figure 1.1 Afobile satellite communications

A problem when the elements in an array are too close is the mutual coupling between

those elements which causes strong deformations on the radiation patterns [Garda 92].

To calculate the mutual coupling between two microstrip antennas, [Pozar 82] and [Newman

83] use a moment method and [Benalla 89] uses a multiport network model. However, this

calculation is carried out only for the E- and H-plane configurations shown in Figures 1.2b

and 1.2c.

o
o B IT] T

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.2 (a) Sequentially rotated elements. (b) E-plane
coupling. (c) H-plane coupling.
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Only a little attention is paid to other configurations like the sequentially rotated one as in

Figure 1.2a. [Huynh 92] deals with a part of this configuration, the perpendicular one which

consists of only two antennas sequentially rotated (Fig. 1.3). However, it only takes into

account mutual coupling through space waves and not through surface waves.

Now, with a moment method like in [Pozar 82] and in [Newman 83] the mutual coupling

in an E- and H-plane configuration and in a perpendicular configuration will be computed,

both taking into account surface waves. The program used for the computations is an

extension of the program made by [Smolders 89]. That program computes the input

impedance of a single rectangular microstrip antenna.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3 Examples of a perpendicular configuration

Chapter two gives a short summary of the moment method formulation to calculate the

input impedance of a microstrip antenna used in [Smolders 89 and 91].

Chapter three illustrates how the mutual coupling between two rectangular microstrip

antennas can be calculated using a similar method as in [Smolders 89 and 91].

Chapter four discuses how the final program is made and gives some results of the mutual

coupling for a few configurations. If possible, the results will be compared with results of

measurements.

Finally, chapter 5 gives some conclusions and recommendations.
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2. THE RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

2.1 The configuration

A microstrip antenna consists of a perfectly electric conducting (P.E.C.) ground plane

covered with a dielectric substrate. The upper conductor, the so called patch which is also

P.E.C., is located in the z=z' plane. This patch can be situated in or on the substrate (resp.

z' < d and z' =d). So antennas with a dielectric cover can also be analyzed. The patch

normally consists of copper or gold and can have virtually any shape, in our case it has a

rectangular shape (Fig. 2.1).

d::z'

Figure 2.1 Geometry of a rectangular microstrip antenna with a
coaxial feed

The two most common ways of feeding a microstrip antenna are by means of a coaxial

probe feed (like in Fig 2.1) and a microstrip line. The excitation point of the antenna is

(xs,yJ.
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If the formulation is done in the spectral domain, it means that all quantities used are

Fourier transformed with respect to x and y. A general function f(xJl) and his corresponding

Fourier transform f(kx,ky) are defined as:

(2.2.1)

00
'f, 'kf (kx,ky) = fff(xJl)eF~eJ ydxdy

-00

2.3 Fields in the dielectric slab

The dielectric slab is the region between the patch and the ground plane. The fields in the

slab can be calculated once the dyadic Green's function is known. Green's functions are

vector potentials created by a unit source. In the case of a microstrip antenna the source is

a horizontally directed electric dipole located at the z=z' plane in (x',y',z').

[Smolders 89] found that the dyadic Green's function in the spectral domain for such a

dipole is:

G1 0 0
=.. jk xl jky l

0 G1 0 (2.3.1)
G =jJ.oc x C

-kxG2 -kyG2 0
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The vector potential resulting from a finite source can be found by dividing this source into

an infinite number of elementary dipoles and then integrating the contributions of all these

dipoles.

Now, the vector potential in the dielectric slab can be written in the form:

00

A(xJ!,z)== /-t°
2

JJ8,.~)(kx,ky,z/)e -jk...-xe -jkYYdkxdky
41r -00

(2.3.2)

= ~

where Gr is the matrix in equation (2.3.1) and J;)(kx,ky,z/) is the Fourier transform of the

surface carrent density on the upp~r conductor.

With,

~ -jw 27 7
E (XJ!,z) ==- [k A +\7(\7 'l:l )]

k 2

it can be found that,

00

E(xJ!,z)=~ ffQJ;e -jk\Xe -jkYYdkxdky
41r -00

-
where the spectral domain 3 x 3 matrix Q has the form:

(2.3.3)

(2.3.4)

Qxx Q).y 0

Q= Qyx Qyy 0 (2.3.5)

Qzx Qzy 0
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and with,
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(2.3.6)

Nesin(k1z)

Tek1
sin[k1(zl-z )]

+
k 1

Nesin(k1z)

Tek1

(Gr -1) sinek1z I) cas(k1z)
G2 = -----=----

TeTm

Te=k1cos(k1d) +jk2sin(k1d)

Tm =k2Gr cas(k1d) +jk1sin(k1d)

(1m (k2) <0)
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Before the characteristics of a microstrip antenna can be analyzed, the surface current on

the upper conductor has to be known. [Smolders 89] uses the reaction theorem to express

the unknown patch current in terms of the impressed source current. This source can be

either a coaxial feed probe or a microstrip line. Then he gets the following integral

equation:

ff [£>1;]dS =-jf [Ep J;]dS
source p

(2.3.7)

Where 1; represents the current distribution on the source, J; the unknown current density

on the upper conductor Sp and ~J is the electric field at the patch due to J;. The integral

equation (2.3.7) can be solved by using a moment method.

The integral equation is then transformed into a set of linear equations which can be solved

with a computer. The first step in the moment method formulation is to expand the

unknown patch current into a set of Nmax test functions:

(2.3.8)

where Ij , j = 1,2,....Nmax, are complex constants.

If Epj is the electric field due to a test current '~j on the upper conductor and if Ep is the

sum of all the contrihutions from the hasis functions J;i' with i= 1,2,...Nmax (section 2.4):

(2.3.9)

then one gets the following set of equations:

(2.3.10)

where j = 1,2, ...Nmax.
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In the above formulation the test functions are the same as the basis functions. This choice

is known as a Galerkin moment method solution.

With the notation:

one arrives at the following matrix equation:

(2.3.11a)

(2.3.11b)

Nmax
V + L /·Z··=O

J i = 1 I Jl
j = 1,2,....Nmax (2.3.12)

Note that Epj is the electric field in the dielectric slab due to the expansion current !;j'

In matrix notation (2.3.12) becomes:

[V] + [Z] [/] = 0 (2.3.13)

The vector [1] contains the Nmax unknown complex current coefficients of the patch current

distribution. [V] is the excitation vector and [Z] is a N x N matrix.

Using (2.3.4) and changing to polar coordinates such that,

kx=kof3 COsa

ky=kof3 sina (2.3.14)
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[Smolders 89 and 91] finally get the equations:

7rOO

Vj~! r[a)~jlJ,* k5/3 d/3 da

(2.3.15a)

(2.3.15b)

In (2.3.15a) Q is the matrix of (2.3.5) and in (2.3.15b) Qv is the following matrix,

o 0]

~'" ~
Zl

Qvz.x=tQz.xdz

Zl

Qvzy =tQzydz

(2.3.16)

The a-integral is discussed for the case of sinusoidal entire domain basis functions on the

patch in section 3.3. There, we will use the even and the odd properties crtfbe a-integrand.

The ,a-integral~ be divided in three integrals, from 0 to 1, from 1 to ye: and finally an

integral from ye: to 00, where e: is the real part of the permittivity of the substrate. The

evaluation of these integrals can be found in [Smolders 89 and 91].
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2.4 Entire domain sinusoidal basis functions
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In order to describe the unknown surface current on the patch entire domain sinusoidal

basis functions will be llsed [Smolders 91]. It is assumed that x-directed basis function are

y-independent and that y-directed basis functions are x-independent. We will use the

coordinate system as in Figure 2.1

The basis functions have the form:

i. x-directed basis functions.

ii. y-directed basis functions.

-w w
------=- ::::;x ::::; ---..:.

2 2
-w w
--y::::;y::::;~

2 2

(2.4.1a)

1 . [m7r wy ].Ipmy(y) =-SIO -(y+-)
Wx wy 2

1\

-Wx Wx--::::;x::::;-
2 2

-w W
--y::::;y::::;~

2 2

(2.4.1b)

Because of the fact that the calculations are performed in the spectral domain, you have to

know the Fourier transforms of (2.4.1). They are given by:

(2.4.2a)

(2.4.2b)
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with,
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A m is odd

A m is even

(2.4.3a)

2.5 The input impedance

(2.4.3b)

Once the elements Zji of the matrix [Z] and the elements Vj of the vector [V] are known,

the Nmax unknown complex current coefficients of the vector [I] (see 2.3.13) can be solved.

Using these coefficients and the excitation vector elements Vj the input impedance of the

microstrip antenna can be calculated [Smolders 89]:

(2.5.1)

Where 10 is the input current on the probe.

In case of two rectangular patches one gets a [Z]-matrix which also contains elements due

to the interaction of surface currents of one patch and the other patch. In the V-vector one

gets elements due to the interaction of the surface current of one patch and the source

current of the other patch.

So one gets a bigger [Z]-matrix and two V-vectors, one due to the source current of one

patch and one due to the source current of the other patch. Solving the matrix equation

(2.3.13) two times (because there are two V-vectors) one gets two I-vectors. Out of these

two vectors [I] and the vectors [V] the mutual coupling between the two microstrip antennas

can be calculated. This question will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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3. A CONFIGURATION WITH 1WO RECTANGULAR PATCHES

3.1 The configuration

19

The configuration of one rectangular microstrip antenna with regard to an other one is

shown in Figure 3.1. Now the excitation points are respectively (xsbYsl) and (Xs2,Ys:J.

yi yi
,.....:, 5)( ?- I

\/",
,

~t
I W11:./ Ax~ K Ax

"-
I' 7 ,

r
,

iL- (I(...Y,,)
L_ -- ----- -~ r ---7 5~ ' ~~ ~,..-

I f0-

X Ay

(~.)\~ (~. )'sz) ~

L ___
r- - r--f- ~~

0
o 1. (xtt, ~,)

)(
1 1. 2.

\lJCI Vllf. "", II \.Ix%.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1 (a) Parallel configuration, with coax feed.
(b) Perpendicular configuration, with microstrip line feed.

3.2 The moment method formulation

As assumed in section 2.1 the patch of a microstrip antenna is perfectly electric conducting.

On a perfect conductor the tangential component of a electric field cannot exist. This means,

(3.2.1)

Where ~ is the electric field due to the current of the excitation source, and ~ is the

electric field due to the unknown currents on the patch. This boundary condition must be

satisfied for every point on both patches.
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-;>

Because this is not possible we define a residual R ,

(3.2.2)

The intention is to make the residual approximately zero in some sense for every point on

a patch. This can be done by weighting the residual to zero with respect to some weighting
• -;>

functIOn Jpi ' so that,

rf R J;idS=O
'~P

(3.2.3)

Where Sp is the surface of the patch.

This integral equation can be solved by using a moment method (see also section 2.3). The

unknown currents on both patches can be expanded into a set of N basis functions:

(3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to patch 1 and to patch 2.

By taking these basis functions as the weighting functions, the fastest convergence of

equation (3.2.3) can be realized. This choice is known as a Galerkin moment method.

Because there are two patches, there are also two residuals and thus two integral equations

have to be solved:

j fR 1:~llldS=O /\ n=l,2, ...N

PI

) fR2J;i1dS=0 /\ n=N+l, ...,2N

P2

(3.2.6)

(3.2.7)



Where the residuals are:
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(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)

The first number in the subscript denotes the place where the electric field exists (patch 1

or patch 2) and the second number denotes the place where the source of the excitation is

located (also patch 1 or 2). The letter denotes the source type; a 'p' for a patch current and

an's' for a source current.
~ ~

For instance, EJJ is the electric field at patch 1 due to the surface current on patch 2, i p
~ 12 ~ 2

and l!- s is the electric field at patch 2 due to the source current of patch 1, is .
21 I

Substituting (3.2.8) in (3.2.6) and rewriting the equation, one gets,

Jf (n XEpll):~llldS +Jf (/i X~Jl2):~llldS +rf (n XEsll)J;llIdS +Jf (n XEsl)J;lndS=O
Spi Spl ipi Spi

Rewriting this equation, one gets,

) J£PII :~llldS+JJ~J12 :~llIdS+JJ£Sll :J;llI dS +)J£S12 J;lndS=O
PI .sp! • PI PI

with n= 1,2,oo.,N

(3.2.10)
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By substituting:

in (3.2.10) it follows,

A configuration with two rectangular patches

_ N _

E = E I E
PII I1l Pllm

I1l =1

_ 2N _

E = E I E
P12 111 P12mm =N+l

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)

N _ _ 2N _ _ _ _ _ _

- E 1m JfEjJ m:'jJll dS - E .II1lJfEjJ l1l:ljJlldS=)fEs :ljJlldS+)f Es :ljJlldS(3.2.13)
1 II I N ·1 12 I II I 12 1

17l= S m= + S
1'1 '1'1 1'1 PI

with n = 1,2,... ,N

The electric field on patch 1 due to the surface current on patch 1, EjJ ' is the sum of all_ 11

the contributions of the basis functions Jpll7l on patch 1, with m= 1,2,...,N. The electric field

on patch 1 due to the surface current on patch 2, EjJ ' is the sum of all the contributions_ 12

of the basis functions J
P217l

on patch 2, with m=N + 1,...,2N.

Now define:

where n= 1,2,... ,N

and,

where n = 1,2,... ,N

Znl7l=- Jf ~Jllm:~lndS /\ m=1,2,.,N
.S1'1

Znl7l=- Jf ~J12I7lJ;lndS /\ m=N+1,...,2N

SI'I

v2n =Jf ESI2J;,ndS
.S I' I

(3.2.14)

(3.2.15)

(3.2.16)

(3.2.17)
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Substituting equation (3.2.14) through (3.2.17) in (3.2.13), one gets,

N 2N

L I/1IZIlI1l+ L 1I1IZ11I1I==V111+V2J1 /\ n==1,2, ...,N
111 =1 111 =N+1

23

(3.2.18)

The same can be done with the integral equation (3.2.7). So by substituting (3.2.9) in (3.2.7)

and rewriting the equation as in (3.2.10), one gets,

rf£P21 1;211 dS +Jf~J22 :~211 dS + Jf £S21 :J;211 dS + rf£S22:J;tt dS ==0
~2 5n 5n ~2

with n = N+ 1,...,2N

By substituting:

__ N __

E == LIE
}J21 I1l P21 111

111 =1

__ 2N __

E == LIE
}J"" !II }J",,11I

-- 111 =N+1 --

in (3.2.19) it follows,

(3.2.19)

(3.2.20)

(3.2.21)

with n=N +1,...,2N
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The electric field on patch 2 due to the ~rface current on patch 2, £P22' is the sum of all

the contributions of the basis functions Jp?11l on patch 2, with m=N + 1,...,2N. The electric

field on patch 2 due to the surface current on patch 1, Ep , is the sum of all the
-i> 21

contributions of the basis functions J
p1m

on patch 1, with ill = 1,2,...,N

Defining:

2 11m =- rf~}2Im 1;211 dS 1\ In =1, ...,N
L~f'2

2 11m =- Jf~]22m 1;211dS 1\ In =N+ 1, ...,2N

oS 1'2

where n = N + 1,>. ,2N

and,

VIII =Jf£S21 1;lldS
.S f'2

V2J1 = Jf£S22 :~21ldS
.S f'2

where n = N + 1,... ,2N

And substituting equation (3.2.23) through (3.2.26) in (3.2.22), one gets,

N 2N

L Im2 llm + L Im2Ilm=Vlll+V2Jl 1\ n=N+1,...,2N
III = I m =N + I

(3.2.23)

(3.2.24)

(3.2.25)

(3.2.26)

(3.2.27)
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Combining the equations (3.2.18) and (3.2.27) one finally gets the following matrix equation:

ZNN ZNN+l

ZN+IN ZN+IN+l

Z12N

V1N+V2N

V1N+1+V2N+1

(3.2.28)

So now we have again a matrix equation like equation (2.3.13):

[Z][/] = [V] (3.2.29)

In case one takes N hasis functions on the patch then the [Z]-matrix of equation (2.3.13) will

be a N x N matrix. Now we have two patches with both N basis functions. The moment

matrix [Z] is now a 2N x 2N matrix. One can distinguish four quadrants in this matrix. The

first quadrant contains elements due to the currents on patch 1. The fourth quadrant

contains elements due to the currents on patch 2. The second and the third quadrant contain

elements clue to the interaction of the currents on patch 1 and 2. The vector [I] contains the

2N unknown complex current coefficients, N of patch 1 and N of patch 2. The vector [V]

is the summation of the excitation vector of patch 1 and of patch 2.
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3.3 The matrix equation and its elements

For the basis functions of equations (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) we take the entire domain sinusoidal

basis functions as mentioned in section 2.4. These functions are only x- or y-directed.

In the spectral domain the current on patch 1 has the following form:

(3.3.1)

and on patch 2:

with,

and with,

N'

J;,x(kx,ky)= L J;t/lX(kx,ky,WXI,WYI)
n = 1

N'

'~J"t(kx,ky)= L ·~')llxCkx,ky,wx')'wy,.)
- n=l - --

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3a)

(3.3.3b)

(3.3.4a)

(3.3.4b)

J;JILt(kx,ky ) and .Ipll/kx ,ky ) are described in equations (2.4.2a) and (2.4.2b), with (2.4.3a)

and with (2.4.3b). To conform with (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) the total number of basis functions

on each patch is N' + Nil =N.
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Because only x- and y-directed basis functions are used, the matrix [Z] can be divided in

some matrices which are only x- or y-dependent or x and y dependent. The last situation can

occur, for instance, in case of an interaction between a x-directed basis function on patch

1 and a y-directed basis function on patch 2. One gets the following matrix:

[zXtXt] [ZX~Yt] [zX tX?] [ X~2]
/1111 /1111 /1111 Zilm

[ YtXt] [Z~~ll] [ YtX?] [ZY~2]Zilm Zllm- /1111[Z] =

[~~;][ZX~t] [zx1Yt] [ZX2Y2]
/1/11 Ilm IlI1l

[Zh'l] [ Y1l'j] [Z~~;] [ZY2Y?]
/1111 Z/l1II IlI1l

And also for the vector [V]:

[VXt] +[V'l]
1/1 211

[VYt ]+[VY1]111 211[V] =

[VX2]+[V'2]1/1 211

[VY2] +[VY2]III 2Jl

(3.3.5)

(3.3.6)

It is proved that the matrix [Z] as in equation (3.3.5), using the basis functions (3.3.1) and

(3.3.2), is symmetrical. For instance: Z;l.l~l =Z~l~l . Further it is proved that in case of the

parallel configuration (see Figure 3.1a), the part of [Z] due to only currents on patch 2 is

the same as the part of [Z] due to only currents on patch 1, so:

(3.3.7)
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In case of the perpendicular configuration (see Figure 3.1b), the part of [Z] due to only

currents on patch 2 can be derived out of the part of [Z] due to only currents on patch 1:

[[Z,(i'?] [z:])'?]] [[ZYJYI] [rIY1
]]1/11I I/m 1/111 1/ m

y?x? Y])'? YIX I IX I[z 1/~1;] [z1111;] [Z11m] [~m]
(3.3.8)

Note that in the parallel configuration wx2 =wx1 and wy2 =wy1 ' In the perpendicular

configuration is wx2 = wy1 and wy2=wx1 (Figure 3.1).

Because of the symmetry of [Z] only seven of the sixteen matrices of the total matrix [Z]
need to be calculated:

[Z'(IX1] [Z'(IYI] [ZYIYI] [Z'(IX2] [Z'C 1Y2] [ZYIX2] and [ZYIY2]
1/111' 1/11I' 11111' III II , IlIll' 1/111' 11 m (3.3.9)

- ==-
Using equation (2.3.4) it follows that Epl1l ==(2 J;;III' Changing to polar coordinates with

equation (2.3.14), the general form of a Znm element is:

(3.3.10)

Note that ~J* is the complex conjugate of ~J which is located on a patch (lor 2).

Using the reaction theorem, an element Yin can be rewritten:

(3.3.11)

Where Es is the field at patch a (a= 1 or 2) due to.r; and E.
P1

11 is the field at 1;1 due
_ ~ I "

to ~Jdl'
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The same can be done for a V2n element:

29

(3.3.12)

Wh.:,re E
Sa2

is the field at patch a (a = 1 or 2) due to 1;2 and ~2dl is the field at 1;2 due

to Jptl1 '

The general form of a Vn element is now:

7rOO = ~ ~

Vn = J r [Q~':~JIl] ~* k5f3df3 da
-7r ~)

(3.3.13)

The equations of the elements of matrix (3.3.5) and of the vector (3.3.6) are gIVen III

appendices A and B.

Using the even and the odd properties of the a-integrand, the integrals from -1r to 1r can be

rewritten in an integral from 0 to 1r/2. The method used can be found in [Smolders 91].

Further supposing that the center of the second patch is translated with regard to the center

of the first patch with (Ax,Ay) (see Figure 3.1) then:

(3.3.14)

and,

(3.3.15)

Note that Jp1 in (3.3.14) and:;;~ in (3.3.15) are functions with wx=wx2 and wy=wy2'

The final resulting elements of [Z] and [V] which need to be calculated are given in

appendices A and B, with some additional information in appendix C.
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3.4 The two port network

The configuration with two microstrip antennas can be modelled as a two port network such

as in Figure 3.2.

top view

element 1 element 2

o
port 1

o
port 2

(a)

i i

2

1 2
~ ~

+ +
Two port

v network v
1

- -

(b)

Figure 3.2 (a) Two micmstrip antennas
(b) Two port network

The relation between the port voltages and the source currents is:

(3.4.1 )
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Note that the impedance matrix [z] of (3.4.1) is not the same as the moment method matrix

[Z] of (3.3.5). In case of a two port network the matrix [z] is always a 2 x 2 matrix while the

dimensions of [Z] depend on the number of basis functions on each patch. Also the port

voltages vI and v2 should not be confused with the excitation vector [V] of (3.3.6) and i i and

i2 are source currents and not the currents on the patches [Smolders 89].

The elements of the impedance matrix [z] can be found by [Harrington 61 and Assailly 90],

for zl1 and z22:

and for z12 and z21:

z =~ I, _ =-~ ljf l(ll) J(Il) dV
1111 • 111/-0 2 s

1/1 1
0

=~ I' =- _1 ljf l(1l ) :l~(11l )d V
Z flfll . 11/ =0 2 J'

t l1l 1
0

(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

Where each excited antenna element sees the other one open circuited and 10 is the input

current on the probe which will be assumed to be 1 Ampere.

In case (n,m)=(1,I), J!(1) is the total electric field on patch 1 due to all the currents on
~

both patches with patch 1 excited by .1,\,[ while patch 2 is open circuited. Now zl1 can be

calculated using the matrix equation (3.2.26) with the matrix [Z] of (3.3.5) and vector [V]

of (3.3.7). Because patch 2 has to be open circuited the elements V2n of the vector [V] must

be set to zero. If [Id is the solution of the matrix equation (3.2.26) with only VIn elements

in [V] then [Assailly 90]:

2N

z 11 = - I: lUI V III
Il =1

(3.4.4)
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In case (n,m) =(2,2), 8 2) is the total electric field on patch 2 due to all the currents on
-;>

both patches with patch 2 excited by i
S2

while patch 1 is open circuited. So the elements

V In of the vector [V] must be set to zero. If now [12] is the solution of the matrix equation

(3.2.26) with only V211 elements in [V] then [Assailly 90]:

2N

z22=- L 12nV2n
11=1

(3.4.5)

In case (n,m) =(1,2), £CI) is the total electric field on patch 1 due to all the currents on
-;>

both patches with patch 1 excited hy.ls while patch 2 is open circuited. If now [12] is the
I

solution of the matrix equation (3.2.26) with only V2n elements in [V] then [Assailly 90]:

2N

2]2=- L '2JI VIJl
11=1

(3.4.6)

In case (n,m) =(2,1), £C2) is the total electric field on patch 2 due to all the currents on
-;>

both patches with patch 2 excited by .1'\'2 while patch 1 is open circuited. If now [II] is the

solution of the matrix equation (3.2.26) with only VIn elements in [V] then [Assailly 90]:

2N

221 =- L I lJI V2J1
II =I

(3.4.7)

Of course, because we deal with a two port model, z12 and z21 have to be equal.

So if the matrix [Z] and the vectors [V tl and [V2] are known, the impedance matrix [z] can

be calculated. Using the elements of this matrix the scattering matrix can be found and the

mutual coupling can he calculated. This will be done in the next section.
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3.5 The scattering matrix and the mutual coupling

The scattering matrix [S] is also a 2 x 2 matrix:

33

(3.5.1)

The matrix [S] can be found out of the impedance matrix [z] as follows [Versnel 85]:

[5] =[z -zo] [z +zO]-1

Where Zo is the input impedance of the antennas, usually 50 D.

The elements Snm can be found as follows:

(Z22 -zo)(z 11 +zo) -z1~21
522=-------

(z 11 +zO)(z22 +zo) -z1~21

Obviously, S12 must be equal to S21"

(3.5.2)

(3.5.3a)

(3.5.3b)

(3.5.3c)

(3.5.3d)
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The mutual coupling parameter CplZ (dB) is defined as:

(3.5.4)

Because S12=SZl the mutual coupling parameter Cp1Z should also equals Cp21:

CP2I=20Iog/5Z11 (dB)

Further is defi ned:

Cp =20 log 15111 (dB)
11

and,

Cp27. =20 log 15z21 (dB)

(3.5.5)

(3.5.6)

(3.5.7)

In case the two antennas are identical then C
j
.
J

should be equal to Cp .
II 22

So now the mutual coupling between two rectangular microstrip antennas can be calculated.

We consider the frequency for which Cpl] (and C pzz) is minimal as the resonant frequency.

For that frequency we will calculate CplZ and CpZ1 '

In the next chapter the program that calculates the mutual coupling parameter will be

discussed as well as some results of some antenna configurations.
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4. THE PROGRAMS AND SOME RESULTS

4.1 The programs
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- dqk612Jor

- msent2Jor

- surfaceJor

- vjent2Jor

- zjient2Jor

There are two programs developed: MSENT2.EXE and LUDENT2.EXE. The program

MSENT2.EXE calculates the elements Znm of the matrix [Z] and the elements VIn and V2n

of the vector [V] as mentioned in appendices A and B.

The program LUDENT2.EXE fills the matrix [Z] and the vectors [VI] and [V2] in a proper

way. Further it solves the equations [Z][I] =[V1] and [Z][I] =[V2] and it calculates the

elements of the impedance matrix [z] and of the scattering matrix [S]. Finally it calculates

the mutual coupling parameters Cp12 and Cp21 and the reflection parameters Cpll and Cp22
(see chapter 3).

Because the large amou nt of programs and subroutines the source listenings are not added

to this report.

All programs are written in FORTRAN-77 and can be run on a AT-personal computer or

on a VAX-station. Because the available AT (20 Mhz) uses a lot of computing time to

calculate the elements of matrix [Z] and of the vectors [VI] and [V2]' MSENT2.EXE is used

on a VAX-4000 station. On the contrary, LUDENT2.EXE uses just a little computing time,

so its used on the AT computer.

MSENTEXE consists of the following programs:

- bescplxJor - cqk612Jor

- bslibentJor - dl machJor

- cqk2 I !.for - cloubentJor

- cqk212Jor - hybrd1.for

- cqk411.for - hybrd2Jor

- cqk412Jor - dqk212Jor

- cqk611.for - dqk412Jor

LUDENT2.EXE consists of the following programs:

- luclcmpJor

- lubksbJor

- ludent2Jor

Most of these programs are almost the same as those of [Smolders 89 and 91], except the

programs ludent2Jor, msent2Jor, vjent2Jor, and zjient2Jor which have changed a lot.
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4.2 Software user guide

The programs Gild some results

The program MSENTI.EXE uses the input file MSDATA.DAT. This input file consists of

the following parameters:

1. The number of basis functions in x-direction on patch 1 (Nxl).

2. The number of basis functions in y-direction on patch 1 (Nyl).

3. The x-modes which have to be included (Xlmode(n».

4. The y-modes which have to be included (Ylmode(n».

5. Parallel (conf=O) or perpendicular (conf= 1) configuration.

6. Normal (high = 0) or high (high = 1) accuracy.

7. Microstrip feed (coax=(}) or coaxial feed (coax = 1).

8. Excitation point at patch 1 in nm (XsI,Ysl).

9. Excitation point at patch 2 in mm (Xs2,Ys2).

10. Distance in x-clirection between the edges of patch 1 and 2 in mm (Sx) and

distance in y-direction between the hearts of both patches in mm (Ay).

11. In case coax = 0 then width of the stripline in mm (W), and

in case coax = 1 then radius of the coax in mm (RO).

12. The real part of the substrate permittivity (Epsrl).

13. The dielectric loss tan delta (Tand).

14. Distance between groundplane and patch in mm (z').

15. Thickness of substrate in mm (d).

16. Dimensions of patch 1 in mm (Wxl,Wyl).

17. Start frequency in Ghz (fO).

18. Number of frequency evaluations (NfOmax).

19. Distance between two frequencies in Ghz (DfO).

The output files of MSENT2.EXE, YJ.DAT and ZJI.DAT, will be used as input files of

LUDENT2.EXE.
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The program LUDENT2.EXE uses also the input file LUDENT2.DAT. This input file

consists of the following parameters:

1. The number of basis functions in x-direction on patch 1 (Nx1).

2. The number of basis functions in y-direction on patch 1 (Ny1).

3. Parallel (conf=O) or perpendicular (conf= 1) configuration.

4. The input impedance (ZO=a+dj), with a real (a) and an imaginary part (d).

5. Start frequency in Ghz (fO).

6. Number of frequency evaluations (NfOmax).

7. Distance between two frequencies in Ghz (DfO).

The output file CPS I1FO.OAT contains Cpu and Cp22 as function of the frequency.

CPS12FO.OAT contains Cp12 and Cp21 also as function of the frequency.

The other output f;l C:: are: ZMATRIX.OAT containing the matrix [Z], VVECTOR.DAT

containing the vectors [Vd and [V2], CURRENT.OAT containing the vectors [11] and [12]

with the 'unknown' current coefficients and ZPMATRIX.OAT containing the values of the

elements of the impedance matrix [z] and of the scattering matrix [S].

4.3 Numerical results of a parallel configuration

In [Jedlicka 81] some results are given of measurements of the mutual coupling between two

identical rectangular microstrip antennas in a parallel configuration (Figure 3.1a).

Now, the same configuration is taken and the mutual coupling is computed with the

programs as mentioned in section 4.1 and 4.2.

In Table 4.1 the input parameters of MSOATA.DAT are given which describe the E-plane

configuration (Figure 1.2b) as in [Jedlicka 81], where the normalized distance Sx/'Ao = 0.5.

The wave length Ao = 212 mm, belonging to the frequency fo== 1.415 Ghz.

The coaxial feed positions are found by changing the points of excitation such that the input

impedances of the antennas are approximately 50 n.
For other normalized distances only Xs1 and Sx have to be changed compared to the values

of Table 4.1.

In Figure 4.1 the reflection parameters Cp1I and Cp22 as function of the frequency are given

for Sx/Ao = 0.5. The mutual coupling parameters CpI2 and Cp21 as function of the

frequency are given in Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.1 shows that the resonant frequency (Cpu minimal) is 1.414 Ghz which is

comparable with the 1.410 Ghz of the measurements in [Jedlicka 81]. The mutual coupling

parameter at the resonant frequency is -23.4 dB which is in good agreement with the

measured value of -23.5 dB.

Figure 4.3 shows the mutual coupling parameter Cp12 as function of the normalized distance.

It also shows the measured results of [Jedlicka 81]. As can be seen, there is generally good

agreement between the computed and the measured results.

Table 4.1 Input parameters msdata.dat for E-plane configuration, Sx/Ao = 0.5.

Nxl 1 Xsl (mm) -12.25 w (mm) -
Nyl 0 Ysl (mm) 0.0 er 2.5

X Imodes 1 Xs2 (mm) 159.257 Tand 0.001
- -"

Y Imodes - Ys2 (mm) 0.0 z' (mm) 1.575

Conf 0 Sx (mm) 106.007 d (mm) 1.575

High I Ay (mm) 0.0 Wxl (mm) 65.5

Coax 1 RO (mm) 0.0 Wyl (mm) 105.7

For the meaning of the parameters in the above table see section 4.2.

[Jedlicka XI] gives also results of measurements of the mutual coupling between two

identical rectangular microstrip antennas in a H-plane configuration (Figure 1.2c).

In Table 4.2 the input parameters of MSDATA.DAT are given which describe this H-plane

configuration, where the normalized distance Sx/Ao = 0.5, and Ao=212 mm. Again the

excitation points are so that the input impedances of the antennas are approximately 50 n.
Also the resonant frequency is again 1.414 Ghz. This is logical because in both

configurations the same patches are used, only they are situated in a different manner.

Figure 4.4 shows the mutual coupling parameter Cp12 as function of the normalized distance

for the H-plane configuration. Figure 4.4 shows also the measured results of [Jedlicka 81].

Again there is generally good agreement between the computed and the measured results.
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Table 4.2 Input parameters msclata.dat for H-plane configuration, Sx/'Ao = 0.5.

Nxl 0 Xsl (mm) 0.0 w (mm) -

Nyl 1 Ys1 (mm) -12.25 Gr 2.5

Xlmodes - Xs2 (mm) 211.707 Tand 0.001

Ylmodes 1 Ys2 (mm) -12.25 z' (mm) 1.575

Conf 0 Sx (mm) 106.007 d (mm) 1.575

High 1 Ay (mm) 0.0 Wx1 (mm) 105.7

Coax 1 RO (mm) 0.0 Wy1 (mm) 65.5
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4.4 Numerical results of a perpendicular configuration

In [Huynh 92] numerical results are given for the mutual coupling between two identical

microstrip antennas in various configurations. One of them is a perpendicular configuration

as in Figure 1.3b. Though the paper supposes that the mutual coupling occurs only through

space waves in the used configurations, the mutual coupling of a same configuration will be

computed. This because no others papers could be found dealing with a perpendicular

configuration.

In Table 4.3 the input parameters of MSDATA.DAT are given which describe this

perpendicular configuration, where the normalized distance Sx/'Ao = 0.5, and 'Ao= 93.02

mm. The coaxial feed positions are found by changing the excitation points such that the

input impedances of the antennas are approximately 50 O.

In Figure 4.5 the reflection parameters Cpl1 and Cp22 as function of the frequency are given

for Sx/'Ao = 0.5. The mutual coupling parameters Cp12 and Cp21 as function of the

frequency are given in Figure 4.6.
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In the hope to get better results, such that a minimum of Cpu and a maximum of Cpl2
occur for the same frequency as in section 4.3, on each patch three basis functions are taken

(see Table 4.3). Nevertheless, figure 4.5 and 4.6 show that there isn't a maximum of Cpl2
at the frequency where Cp11 has a minimum.

Figure 4.5 shows that the resonant frequency (Cpll minimal) is 3.225 Ghz. The mutual

coupling parameter at the resonant frequency is -49.55 dB which is, however, in good

agreement with the computed value of -49.0 dB in [Huynh 92].

Table 4.3 Input parameters msdata.dat for a perpendicular configuration, Sx/Ao = 0.5.

Nxl 1 Xsl (mm) 0.0 w (mm) -

Ny1 2 Ysl (mm) -5.5 er 2.32

Xlmodes 2 Xs2 (mm) 89.51 Tand 0.001

Ylmodes 1,2 Ys2 (mm) 7.5 z' (mm) 0.5

Conf 1 Sx (mm) 46.51 d (mm) 0.5

High 1 Ay (mm) 7.5 Wx1 (mm) 45.0

Coax 1 RO (mm) 0.0 Wy1 (mm) 30.0

The mutual coupling is also computed for other normalized distances. Just the values of Sx

and Xs2 change compared to the values of the various parameters of Table 4.3.

Figure 4.7 shows the mutual coupling parameter Cp12 as function of the normalized distance.

It shows also the computed results of [Huynh 92]. As can be seen, there is just good

agreement between the both results for small normalized distances ( Sx/Ao :::;; 0.5). This

is probably due to numerical problems. In case the distance between two antennas is too

large the arguments of the various cosines and sinuses in the integrals to calculate the

elements of [Z] and of [Vd and [V2] (see appendices A and B) become too large such that

the integrals can't be solved properly.
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The problem of the calculation of the mutual coupling between two identical rectangular

microstrip antennas has been studied. It is showed that it is possible to calculate this

coupling using a spectral domain moment method. The method used is an modification of

the one used in [Smolders 89,91].

First the elements of a moment method matrix [Z] and of the excitation vectors [VI] and

[V2] are determined. Using these excitation vectors and the solutions [11] and [12] of the

matrix equations [Z][I1] =[Vd and [Z][Iz]=[V2], the elements of the impedance matrix [z]

can be calculated. The elements of the scattering matrix [S] can be found using the elements

of [z]. Finally, the mutual coupling parameters and the reflection parameters are determined

by the elements of the scattering matrix.

The developed programs can be used to compute the mutual coupling between two identical

rectangular microstrip antennas in a parallel (E- and H-plane) configuration. The computed

results of a E- and H-plane configuration agree with the results of the measurements in an

earlier paper.

In a perpendicular configuration the mutual coupling can just be computed for small

normalized distances (~ 0.5). However, most of the time just small normalized distances

will be taken. [Garda 92] mentions a normalized distance of 0.4 as an optimum spacing

between two antennas.

The computed results show that E-plane coupling is stronger then H-plane coupling. The

mutual coupling between perpendicularly oriented antennas is even weaker.

Other perpendicular configurations (like the one in Figure 1.3a) could be examined to find

the perpendicular configuration that has the weakest mutual coupling. Because of the

increasing interest in the 20/30 Ghz-frequency band, this could be done for microstrip

antennas usable in this frequency band.

Finally, a source term extraction technique as used in [Smolders 89,91] could be

implemented to reduce the computation time to calculate the elements of [Z] and [VI] and

[V2]' The slowly converging integrals can then be rewritten as a sum of a closed form

expression and a quickly converging integral [Smolders 91]. This extraction technique might

also improve the computed results in case of large normalized distances.
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APPENDIX A: Elements Znrn of the matrix [Z]

In the following equations is, A~=ko,6 cos(a)Ax

The equations for Jp mx and for 1; my can be found in section 2.4, where rp mx is the
1 _ 1 I

complex conjugate of J
p1J1

L'C • Expressions for the various Q's can be found in appendix C.

0071"/2

=4J J QlXJplI1l.X'~~JLlk~,6d,6da /\ m,n=even; m,n=odd
o 0

=0 /\ otherwise

0071"/2

=4 JJQ\)/PlI1lY~;:JL"(~,6d,6da /\ m,n =even
o 0

=0 /\ otherwise

00 71"/2

=4JJQyyJplmY'~J':Jlyk5,6d,6da /\ m,n=even; m,n=odd
o 0

=0 /\ otherwise
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0071"/2

=4Jf QxJ;ln1.\.(wx2,wY2)~~l1xCWXl,Wy)COS(A~)COS(A~)k6,Bd,BdQ' A m,n=even; m,n=odd
o 0

0071"/2

=4jf f QxtJ;111L\·(wX2,wY)~~l1xCwXl,wYl)sin(A~)coS(A~)k6,Bd,BdQ' A otherwise
o 0

0071"/2

=4f J Q:\yJ;111l/WX2,WY2)J;~/nCwxl,Wy)COS(A~)COS(A~)k~,Bd,BdQ' A m,n=even
o 0

0071"/2

=-4J J Q:~/;111l/wX2,wY2)~;~ILr<wXl,wYl)sin(A~)sin(A~)k6,Bd,BdQ' A m,n=odd
o 0

0071"/2

~4j f f QXY·~111l/wX2,wY2)·~}~IL.cWXl,wYl)sin(A~)coS(A~)k6,Bd,BdQ' A m=even,n=odd
o 0

0071"/2

=4jJJQtyJ;1I1ly(wx2,Wy)T;:/lX(wxJ,wYl)cos(A~t)sin(A~)k6,Bd,BdQ' A m=odd,n=even
o 0
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OO7r/2

=4 J J QYXJ;1'1lX(wX2,Wy)~}~ny<wxl,wYl)cOS(A~)COS(A~)k5(3d(3da /\ m,n=even
o 0

oo7r/2

=-4 J J a:Y_/;111lX(wX2,Wy)J;~lly(wXI,wYl)sin(A~)sin(A~)k5(3d(3da /\ m,n=odd
o 0

oo7r/2

=4jJJQYX·J;lnl.cWX2,WY)~;:Il/WXI,WY1)COS(A~)sin(A~)k5(3d(3da /\ m=even,n=odd
o 0

00 7r/2

=4jJJQYXJ;1I1lxCWX2,WY)~;:Ily<WXl,wYl)sin(A:,)COS(A~)k5(3d(3da /\ m=odd,n=even
o 0

/\ m,n=even; m,n=odd

00 7r/2

=4jJJQYY'~l'lIyCWX2,WY2)'~}~Il/WX1,WY1)COS(A~)Sin(A~)k5(3d(3da /\ otherwise
o 0
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APPENDIX B: Elements Vn of the vectors [VI] and [V2]

51

In the following equations is a =kaf3 cos(ex)
b=kaf3 sin (ex )

The equations for 1; IIX and for 1; ny can be found in section 2.4. Expressions for the

various Q's can be fo~nd in appendd C. Further is 1;* the complex conjugate of the source
a

current at patch a (1 or 2).
In case of a coaxial feed:

Where .To is a Bessel function of the first kind and zero order, and fa is the radius of the
coaxial feed.
Now is,

In case of a feed with a microstrip line:

-* Jwe sin(wek j,/2). .
J. = - . exp( -]kxx ,. )exp( -]kyYs )

S2 I w f,' /? ~2 2
Z e \y -

Where We =W +2z I is the effective width of the microstrip line which has a width w, and
zl is the place where the patch is located.
Now is,
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/\ n==even

0011"/2

==-4j J f QVX~)IIL;'(JSsin(axSl)coS(bYsJ)k5(3d(3dex /\ n==odd
o 0

0011"

V~: == Jf Q~Y~llll_/S-~ k5(3d(3dex
o -11"

00 1r/2

J J
- - 2

=4 QV/ 1l n/sCOS((IXs )cos(bys )ko(3d(3dex_ I _ 1 I

o 0

/\ n=even

oo1r /2
=-4jJ f QVyJp n/sCOS((Lts )sin(hys )k(~(3d(3dex /\ n=odd_ I _ 1 I

o 0

/\ n=even

n=odd
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A n=even

n=odd

A n=even

n=odd

A n=even

n=odd
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/\ n=even

n=odd

0071'/2

=-4jJJ Q~T~}lny(WX2,Wy ..)J.\.cos(a(xS2 -AX))sin(b(YS2-A))k~{3d{3dCi /\
o (

n=odd
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APPENDIX C: Expressions for the various Q's

- wfJ.O sin(k1z I) [{ (er-l) 2 I} 2 2 ]
Q.n-=- jNe- k1sin(k1z) (3 cos (a)-jerNe

er Tek 1 Tm

55

The various expressions of Te, Tm, Ne, k1 and ko in the above equations, can be found in

section 2.3.
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